
SOCIETY OF CONSTRUCTION & QUANTITY SURVEYORS

MINUTES OF MEETING NO. 58 OF THE SCOTTISH REGION
HELD ON FRIDAY 21st February 2014

AT
STIRLING COUNCIL’S OFFICES

STIRLING

In attendance:

W Gwynne South Lanarkshire Council
L Rimmer Sanctuary Housing Group
K Potter West Lothian Council
J Quigley Clackmannanshire Council
I Anderson Stirling Council
J Raeburn Fife Council
A Sansom Retired Member
G Miller East Lothian Council

1. APPROVAL OF NOTICE OF MEETING

The notice calling the meeting was approved.

2. APOLOGIES FOR ABSENCE

I Mackay I Reid
E Milne J Orr
R Bell C Judge
R Johnston A Forsyth

3. APPROVAL OF MINUTES

The Minutes of the 57th Meeting held in West Lothian Council’s Offices in 
Linlithgow on the 21st February 2014 were approved.  

4. MATTERS ARISING

It was agreed that any Matters Arising would be covered by the Agenda.

5. CHAIRMAN’S REPORT

 Willie Gwynne’s Report gave a brief verbal report to the meeting. As SCQS 
Educational Liaison Officer, Willie reported on a workshop he attended as part
of an Educational Advisory Group at Glasgow Caledonian University for 
undergraduate students in Construction. The workshop, attended by 
representatives from contractors, construction consultants, suppliers, etc gave 
the students an insight into day to day issues of design, procurement, material 
supply, programming, etc  which arise on construction contracts. Site visits for
the students are being organised to provide further experience for the students. 
ACS suggested that this type of approach may be of interest to Heriot Watt.



   

6. SCQS EXECUTIVE REPORT

Update from the Council Meeting held on 3 December 2013.

There are still difficulties in finding a suitable member who is prepared to 
become Vice-President of the Society. 
The sales of the National Schedule of Rates is substantially down on previous 
years and, our partner, NSRM are experiencing cashflow difficulties. National 
Council has agreed to probe NSRM as to the extent of the problem and seek 
assurances that they are proactively responding to these challenges.
At the end on the National Council meeting the Council had a meeting with 
representatives from SCALA to explore the potential of a joint conference in 
2014 to counter the falling attendance at the annual conference. It was agreed 
that the president and chief executive should continue detailed to discussions 
to explore this initiative further.
Alan Stokes ( Worcestershire Council) is to take up the presidency of the FPS 
with a remit to challenge the relevance of the organisation in the current 
climate and to try and make the body more relevant to respond to current 
challenges.

7. FPS SCOTLAND UPDATE

Willie Gwynne reported on a recent meeting in December which was 
reasonably well attended. The meeting was focused mainly on Asset 
Management benchmarking and FM. Authorities were to be surveyed on their 
approach to community benefits. The type and extent of benefits being 
requested, how they are managed and monitored, KPI’s etc were to be collated
in the survey which would be co-ordinated by Alan Paul of Fife Council on 
behalf of FPS.

8. SBCC/JCT UPDATE

Alan Sansom reported briefly on the last SBCC meeting. 
SBCC Constructing Excellence update in final drafting format; although not 
currently used extensively in Scotland, the implementation of BIM will require
the use of this form.
JCT’s new insurance clauses are being challenged by SBCC as they currently 
do not seem to work as intended and present major problems for the 
contracting industry. SBCC and NSCC to seek the views of AIB on the 
proposed new clauses.
ACS presented a paper, previously circulated to the membership, on the 
current public sector procurement and tendering changes being introduced by 
Central Procurement Units across the country which were changing traditional
practices in construction procurement. ACS urged the SBCC  to consider 
publishing an updated practice note which would present a balanced 
construction industry guide to the use of SBCC standard forms of contract in 
construction procurement.
The next SBCC meeting was scheduled for the 14th March 2014. 

 



9. WHOLE LIFE COSTING WORKING GROUP

Alan Sansom advised that there was nothing new to report.

10. CORRESPONDENCE 

None.

11. OPEN FORUM/ANY OTHER COMPETENT BUSINESS

 The use of ‘or equal and approved’ was discussed and most Authorities were 
continuing to adopt the traditional and sensible approach to the preparation of 
specification clauses sufficient to allow the completion of the detailed design 
phase. One Authority did recount the ‘horror’ story of what can happen when a
central procurement unit takes over responsibility for construction 
procurement. Construction category managers with no construction expertise, 
increased bureaucracy; contract documents only issued by CPU, Standard 
forms of contract substantially amended, QS contract documents being 
checked and altered by CPU’s before issue; tender checking and purification 
being undertaken by CPU personnel with no technical expertise and little 
involvement of QS staff, etc, etc.

 ‘Review of Scottish Public Sector Procurement in Construction’ – A number of
Authorities reported that their CPU’s were reluctant to introduce some of the 
recommendations from this report ( raising the threshold for the use of Quick 
Quote, ensuring appropriate category competency, etc). It will be interesting to
see if this report will improve construction procurement in the public sector.

 ACS reported that the results of the recent SCQS Performance Benchmarking 
Survey had been issued to those who responded to the request and Fife 
Council reported that they had already started to use the data to demonstrate 
benchmarked performance when reporting to management. Whilst the 
response to the questionnaire was still disappointing, as some of the members 
were benefiting from the exercise, the meeting agreed that the survey should 
be repeated this year. [The survey produces information on workload; 
construction staff numbers and professions; hourly rates and fee percentages; 
information on CP units; Service KPI’s, etc. It is quite reassuring for 
Authorities to see that fee charges are comparable and at a market competitive 
level for similar types of projects and that client satisfaction surveys are in the 
high 70’s to 90’s. These statistics are useful when defending or promoting the 
benefits of ‘in-house’ services.]  

 Frameworks: The meeting discussed the new push for consultancy frameworks
and the resurgence of Scotland Excel to promote the use of national 
frameworks. This seems at odds with the Scottish Governments aim to support
SME’s, local community benefits, etc but seems to be favoured by some 
Authorities CPUs.  ACS suggested that as all Authorities already owned a 
share in a Hub Development partner who is contracted to provide ‘Partnering 
Services’(which includes all construction related consultancy services) to the 
Authority and other public sector partners for a 20 year period, why would 
Authorities or Scotland Excel need to set up another consultancy framework 
for consultancy services.



 ACS indicated that as a retired QS his continued role as SCQS/COSLA rep on 
the SBCC should be reviewed and that an active member would be better 
suited to fulfil this commitment. The meeting agreed that Jackie Raeburn from
Fife Council would take over this role.

 Ian Anderson indicated that Stirling were about to undertake a staff H & S 
survey to gauge the staff’s views on how H & S policy was being 
implemented by the Authority. The meeting confirmed that a couple of 
Authorities had undertaken a similar survey, albeit via their H & S team and 
agreed to share information on the questionnaire used.

 Jackie Raeburn was interested in what Arbitration/Litigation default position 
Authorities adopted under SBCC standard forms. ACS to send an E-mail 
round to seek responses. Jackie also enquired if the SCQS had any information
on the use of the National Schedule of Rates, how Authorities updated the 
rates and what the current percentage updates Authorities were using. ACS to 
survey the membership in due course.

 Willie Gwynee reported on the ongoing problems that South Lanarkshire 
Council were experiencing in relation to current fabric repairs programmes. 
Projects were changed as a result of the introduction of HEEPS and ECO 
funding and tenders were re-arranged to maximise the use of available grants. 
Unfortunately the Government have changed the ‘goal posts’ and the power 
suppliers, who controlled these grants have now been forced into reducing the 
amounts now available to support this funding. The net result is forced delays 
to programmes and project costs no longer being viable.      

12. CLOSE OF MEETING AND DATES OF NEXT MEETINGS IN 2014

Friday 16 May in Dundee City Council’s Offices (Room 4.7, Dundee House),  
Dundee and Friday 5 September in West Lothian Council’s Offices (Room to 
be advised), Linlithgow (including the 39 AGM).

Alan Sansom
Honorary Secretary

24 Febuary 2014


